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maJor expense
Future brides should ::,hop early for
wedding gowns to avoid the need for
alterations at the altar.
The Ontario Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (MCCR) regularly
gets calls from brides-to-be in a panic over
last-minute problems with dresses for the
wedding party.
Some have discovered, just days
before the wedding, that the bridal gown is
the wrong size, color or style. Unfortunately, there's little that can be done on
such short notice and the distraught
women are often forced to take whatever
they can get.
Be as cautious with the purchase of
bridal gowns as with any other major
expenditure and get started early. Many
women start shopping for the dresses a
year before they are to get married.
Decide how much you can afford to
spend on the gowns . If the wedding budget
is limited, renting the dresses can be an
excellent alternative. An initial tour
through a few stores should provide a good
idea of what your money will buy.
Most retailers keep stocks of sample
dresses to display the various styles
available. Once a choice is made, a special
order for the appropriate size is placed
with the manufacturer.
Sometimes the dress will have to be
altered to fit, but in many cases, only
minor work is needed.
"We do hear the occasional horror
story from brides or bridesmaids who are
between sizes," says Roberta Allan, chief
consumer advisor fQr MCCR. "Their
gowns were ordered in the larger size and
required extensive alternations to make
them fit. In some cases, the whole look of
the dresses changed."
Altering formal gowns demands an
expert with a needle. If major alterations
will be necessary, try to stick to styles that
won't suffer when seams are taken in or
hemlines raised.
Also, be sure to ask if there are any
extra charges for alterations. Don't settle
for the common and ambiguous answer
that "normal alterations are free." What's

-

Russ and Annie (McGovern) Lennox were married September 24, 1955
at Holy Rosary Church in Ottawa. The happy couple have spent their
married life at RR3 Kemptville. Mom and Dad, we wish you a very
happy 30th wedding anniversary. Love from all your family.

normal? Pick a store that deals in the
appropriate price range. Don' t go to the
most expensive shop in town and buy their
cheapest gowns. Staff tend to be less attentive to customers buying the least
expensive line. In addition to finding a
flattering style, study the quality of
dresses.
Always check seams to be sure enough
material was left to keep the dress
together. Be particularly careful when
inspecting inexpensive gowns or you could
end up hunting for safety pins on the
wedding day.
"It wouldn't be the first time a bride
. or bridesmaid has had to use pins to keep
her dress together as she prepared to walk
down the aisle," Mrs. Allan says.
A new method of gluing lace onto
gowns cuts costs and can be an attractive,
albeit less durable, alternative. When
budgets are tight, consider buying attendants' dresses which would be suitable
for other occasions.
As they have to place special orders,
shops will insist on a deposit, usually
ranging from 20 to 50 per cent of the total
price. The deposit is normally nonrefundable, even if the wedding is called
off.

Try to place orders six months in
advance of the wedding day. To help guard
against disappointment, insist on delivery
a month before the actual ceremony. With
enough time, most problems can be
solved.
Be sure to take a good look at the dress
ordered. Write down any important style
details and ask for a small sample of the
fabric . During the long wait between
ordering and receiving the gown, it is
possible to forget what it looks like.
The ministry has received complaints
from brides who claim they did not get
what they ordered. But, in many cases, the
women looked at so many dresses when
shopping, they simply forgot which one
was finally chosen.
Anyone who has had problems with a
retailer, should call their local Consumer
Advisory Services Bureau of MCCR.

Large selection
of quality furniture
and appliances.

Contemporary
fashions
for mother--of--the
bride and groom,
guests and your
going--awayoutfit.
Julia's selection of fine
quality ladies' wear is
definitely a must to see!

'
wear
sue,
S to 24,
HaJfSuits

14½ ,o 24l/4,
0Yersl~

38io+4.

MAIN STREET
WINCHESTER 774-3668
REGULAR STORE HOURS:
Mon .-Thurs., 9-5:30; Fri., 9-9;
Sat., 9-5 .

FREE LAYAWAY
for brides and grooms.
Names you can trust: SKLAR, ROXTON, SIMMONS,
INGLIS, TOSHIBA, KAUFMAN.
One of the LARGEST selections of QV ALITY furniture in Eastern Ontario!

The Furniture Loft
Finch
984-2051

506 Main St.
Winchester 774-2636
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Young married couples
choose china more often
Proof that the young male is as interested in the dinner plate as the home
plate is the fact that, in the past few years,
bridal registries nationally report that
more and more brides selecting silver,
china and crystal patterns are accompanied by their husbands.
It's all part of the trend toward men
enjoying acting the host in their own
homes, and taking up gourmet cooking, or
at least the ability to prepare one or more
special dishes, the experts say.
Interestingly enough, surveys show
young couples are choosing fine china
twice as often as casual tableware. Men,
with less exposure to preconceived ideas
about table setting, have more flexibility
in mixing and matching patterns than

women.
Men tend to select cups, silverware
and glassware that " feel right" in their
hand, and are particularly interested in
outdoor cookware.
Bridal registry personnel help couples
analyze which lifestyle they prefer, and
guide them in selecting tableware to blend
with their entertainment and daily living
needs.
Young husbands, familiar with their
wives' choices, find it easy to select gifts
for their home in the future .
With today's more integ'ra led
lifestyles - with women more and more in
the business world, and men taking an
interest in the home- choosing tableware
patterns together follows naturally.

\\'

Alan Sharkey of The Brookslyn has dozens of ring styles on display. He
says solitaires, some accompanied by two stones on the shoulder of the
setting, are favorites locally.
Record Photo - Hanrahan

Solitaires popular
(Stam - For 1985 the news in engagement
rings is that solitaires are again the most
popular of all rings.
Alan Sharkey of the Brookslyn
jewellery store in Chesterville said that in
rural areas the most popular size of stone
appears to be between 10 and 20 points
accompanied by 2 poin\ shoulder stones.
As far as color goes yellow gold is also
the most sought after. Prices for rings like
this fall in the $500 to $700 range.
Some girls like a ring designed in a
cluster "but in most cases clusters are
being purchased as a dinner ring and have
become a popular gift for anniversaries
and Christmas," Mr. Sharkey noted.
What about wedding rings to go along
with engagement rings? "The bride will
often choose an engagement ring that has
a matching wedding band and she will
wear two matching bands, one on either
side, to make her ring set symetrical," he

said.
Locally grooms still prefer a relatively
simple wedding ring although some choose
an engraved pattern and others purchase
rings set with diamonds.
Grooms choosing a wedding gift for
their brides usually select jewellery, Mr.
Sharkey indicated. The type varies but it is
most often a matched necklet and earrings
-- always, though it is a good quality
jewellery item. For the groom the bride
will often choose a high quality watch.
On her wedding day the most popular
jewellery item worn by the bride is still
pearl.
Mr. Sharkey said to assist in selection
during the wedding season fast approaching his store is holding a jewellery
display weekend. At that time, April 13 and
14, a complete line of jewellery from the
" Siffari" company will be offered for
inspection.

~~~
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For the
bride-to-be
-

•••

Wedding invitations
Marriage announcements
Marriage order-of-service
Personalized wedding napkins,
matches, coasters, cake boxes
Choose from our large selection!

Specialists in
WEB AND COMMERCIAL

P.O. Box 416
Winchester, Ontario

Luxurious bouquets
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!

1985 Silk ~ridal Packages
Bridal Bouquet Package # 1
$149 .99 plus sales tax
Bridal Bouquet Package #2
$125 .99 plus sales tax

Fresh Flower
Bouquet _
Special

$125 .00

plus sales tax

Please call and arrange for an
appointment at least 8 weeks
prior to your wedding.

478 Caleb St., Winchester

774-2201

( Deporn required same day
,,,edding flo«'ers are ordered.)
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GET OFF
TO THE

RIGHT
START

◊

·- WE'LL BE THERE TO HELP...
With These Economical Suggestions For Newlyweds

1985 ACADIAN SCOOTER
~~~:Sli:~•~g~portation $
Starting at only

5 989
'
Freight, Prov. Tax and Liccncc Extra

Or, If You Feel That You Need More Room•••

PONTIAC 2000 SUNBIRD 'S'
&m;ng Donly

-

$7 '7.0.,Q"'

For The Sports-minded

1985 FIERO
&fflingatonly

$10,902

Freight, Prov . Tax and Licence extra

-

We don 't just sell cars, we place you in the one that's right for you.
See the lady or the boys at•.•

PONTIAC
BUICK
GARAGE(GreenValley)LTD.
Green Ylllley, 011L

GMC Trucks
525-2300
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Clothes to suit the men
WINCHESTER (Staff) - Although the
bride is the focus of every wedding and the
female attendants and mother of the bride
and groom also receive attention the
apparel of the male members of the
wedding party should not be overlooked.
What's "in" this year for the groom
and ushers as well as best man, said,
Danny Lecours of the Countryboy store in
Winchester is pretty much what will blend
with the rest of the bridal party.
Sometimes a particular shade of menswear is chosen to match or contrast with
the girls' dresses and at other times a
groom may choose what may appeal
especially to him.

Several
legalities
to follow
WINCHESTER - Once you've found a
mate and it isn't your wife's daughter,
son's
wife,
grandmother,
aunt
or any number of other people, the
Marriage Act says you can't marry,
you'll have to make a trip to the local
municipal office to arrange for a licence.
In Ontario, once you buy the $20 licence
you can be married anywhere in the
province, provided the date is at least
three days after the purchase and before
three months expire.
Anyone 16 years old and older can be
married, though partners aged 16 and 17
will need written consent from parents or
guardian before a licence will be issued.
At least one of the intended couple must
apply in person at the muncipal clerk's
office and if one is missing a birth
certificate will be requested.
In Canada, a blood test is not required
before a marriage and no medical
records need be submitted. '
For couples deciding to marry withouta
church ceremony, the grand total of the
wedding cost will be $35. A licence is still
required, at $20 and the civil marriage
before a judge or justi~e of the peace will
cost another $15. Two credible witnesses
must be on hand for civil weddings.
Anyone not making his or her first
trip to the altar will be required to furnish
certificates of annulment or divorce from
previous marriages. Those with divorces
or annulments granted in jurisdictions
outside Canda must make application to
the Registrar General in Toronto for
authorization.
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Wedding cakes
to your order
ALSO RENTALS

Cold buffets
for reception dances

MORRISBURG
BAKERY
On the mall
Telephone 543-2245

t

The choice of colors range from a rich
dark burgundy to the palest of pearl greys.
The color catalogue of clothing available
through the Classy line of rentals includes
the popular black, several shades of grey,
dark blue, tan, beige and pale cream as
well as burgundy.
As far as styles are concerned tuxedos
are seen more at local weddings than the
more formal morning coat with tails
although the latter are not uncommon. To
complement the suits and tuxedos shirts
are available in several pale colors as well
as white. Ties, too, come in several shades
as do cummerbunds.
Classy has added a line of designer
selections for men by Enrico Lumbrosi
and Yves St. Laurent. These two choices
are new for 1985. The St. Laurent tuxedo is
combined with a black tie and cummerbund and the effect is traditional and
understated. As well, there is an optional
vest to be chosen if a still more formal tone
is desired. The vest pockets are finished in
satin. U a groom wants a less formal look
he can always choose an ivy league suit or
blazer from the collection in subdued
shades of dark brown or beige as well as
navy.

Men's fashions are important too, and not only the bride receives
attention on the big day. The choices in rentals are wide -- Danny
Lecours of The CountryBoy in Winchester has a catalogue handy for
making the selection process easier.
Record Photo - Hanrahan

NC> CHARGE FC>A ALTEAATIC>NS AT VOGUE!

foltll
Co•~

7)11~-~
llu~ at rff"~

Let us help you prepare for a magnificent wedding .
We're the store for your complete wedding - From
Headpiece to Shoes, Vogue has everything, and best
of all, friendly bridal consultants to help you with your
choice.

GOWN
An exquisite gown

- just one from a
magnificent collection . Featuring a
sunburst of lace at
the neckline, lace
bodice , Leg-ofMutton sleeves- on
. frothy while nylon
organza.

GOWN
EXACTLY

AS
SHOWN

BRIDESMAIDS
Colours and fashion to thrill you .
Selection beyond belief.

FLOWER GIRL
DRESSES
So pretty. so delicate - Dresses to
make your wedding the talk of the
town .

SHOES
Lacy shoes for your gown .
Beautiful satins for Bridesmaids •
Shoes are dyed to match .

HA TS AND VEILS
A Hat or Crown and Veil. We 'll
help you make the right choice .
The one just perfect for you .

MOTHER OF THE
BRIDE GOWNS
Now, a special section for Motherof-the·Bride and Groom . Gowns Truly magnificent fashions .

FRIENDLY
HELPFUL
SERVICE!

Alterations
are
Free.

SHOP THURS.
AND FRIDAY
TIL 9 P.M.

-
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1ore care and thought
eing given to makeup
RISBURG <Staff) · All brides are

nt, but if she is to look her absolutely
hing best, chances are the modern
i will elect to splurge on a professional
up for the big day.
renda Lafortune of the Village
:ts beauty salon in Morrisburg
is both makeup and a manicure for
ent.
'he makeup takes about half an
Brenda said, " and because the
!S are generally taken an hour
the wedding if the wedding is at 2
)uld come in about 10am or so."
at's involved in a professional
11.
) job? Well, Brenda might meet
,1
e bride or even the whole bridal
p.i
nothers and attendants, a week or
,o
re and decide on colors to suit
,.,.,
1e's skin color. She'll take note and
n•c
1otes for herse;r. Then on the day
al I
girls have to do is present
then
ves and let Brenda do the rest.
Wha
mique is the professional expertise
gin•r

" I can highlight her eyes," Brenda
explained, " and can provide more of a
variety of colors and shades than she
might have at home."
The professional makeup artist can
work a few minor miracles too. The
makeup " depends on the shape of the face
and we can contour the cheeks so they look
slimmer; if the eyes are too close together
we can widen them with eyeliner."
Makeup includes the basic foundation,
eyeshadow, rouge and lipstick. In the past
Brenda has provided all this for an entire
wedding party in the space of two hours.
She recommends the dry run, though,
several days before to select colors and
shades.
"This cuts down on the time and we
don' t have to talk later about color." Last
season and this year, apparently , pinks
and purples were popular shades for
eyeshadow.
" I depends on what they're wearing
but we like to match with the eyes ana
contrast with the dress. "

On that special day why not treat yourself to a professional makeup
application? Brenda Lafortune, left, of the Village Stylists,
Morrisburg, shows how it's done. Lise Mondoux was the model in the
photo.
Record Photo - Hanrahan

Choose shoes for comfort
On that day of days , the best advice
for the groom is this: Wear comfortable
shoes! Whether walking down the aisle or
dancing with his new bride, the groom
should be able to enjoy his day to the
fullest.
Leather provides the most comfort
because of its suppleness, which allows
shoes to mold to the feet.
" Also ," says Vinnie Vesce, men 's
dress shoe buyer for Kinney Shoes,
" leather keeps feet from getting hot
because it's porous and breathable." That
is, it allows moisture to evaporate, an
advantage for the jittery groom.
When shopping for those all-important
wedding day shoes, it 's wise to have both
feet measured since one foot is often
larger than the other.
Of course, accommodate the larger
foot since the fit of the other shoe could

.
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always be altered with insoles, paddings,
etc.
Shoes are one of the few wedding day
items that can be worn long afterward,
either to the office or on any special occasion. But, like anything, shoes need
upkeep.
Here are some helpful hints from
Kinney Shoe Corporation on shoe maintenance:
- Keep shoes polished. This is the
single most important thing you can do.
- Be vigilant about heel and sole
maintenance. Don't wait until heels are
completely worn down.
- Attend to stitching repairs while
they are small.
- Don't wear "good" shoes in the
rain .
- Brush or wipe shoes after each
wearing .
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,; ·· '
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Brenda's professional makeup application for the
bride is achieved through use of the chart used for
each individual bride. Each zone of the face is
contoured and outlined in shades chosen by the
professional to highlight the face .

ENGAGED?
Then you'll be thinking about

~

WEDDING STATIONERY. Let us
show you the most exciting collection
of wedding stationery in town .
Our Sunset line will provide you
with a wide selection of styles
in every price range. Stop and see
us for your complete paper trousseau.

~ Complete

se lection of

Fresh or silk

The choice of a caterer
is extremely important,
but not always
an easy one.

For excellent food and service
for all occasions call:

bouquets for your special day!

FLOWERS

URANT'S

173 Queen St.,
Chesterville

448-2354

Porteous Catering Service
Vernon
821-2333 or 821-2336
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Proper preparation alleviates most of the jitters
As anyone who has gotten married can
tell you, the months leading up to a
wedding can be a time of stress as well as
happiness . There's just so much to think
about and do!
You need to find ceremony and
reception sites, to choose just the right
clothes , to make sometimes touchy
decisions about who will be in your wedding, to furnish a complete home for your
life after the wedding - and all this while
you're having the inevitable doubts about
getting married in the fir,;t place.
While wedding jitters are about as
common as weddings, there are ways lo
make sure the anxiety doesn't get out of
hand . BRIDE'S Magazine has these
common-sense suggestions:
Don 't '.:>e afraid to admit you' re upset.
Tell your partner what's bothering you,
whether it's a serious question about your
relationship or a relatively trivial worry
that you 'll go blank when it comes time to
say your vows .
If you try to keep the stressful
feelings to yourself, you'll only transfer
them lo something else, such as getting

overly irritated at a late train, or a run in
your stockings.
Take positive action whenever
possible : Sign up for a pre-marital
workshop. Practice reciting your vows in
front of a willing friend.
Share the wedding responsibilities . If
you're the bride, don' t assume you have to
do everything yourself. This idea is oldfashioned, as well as exhausting.
Ask your fiance to join you in picking
out a catering hall and registering for
gifts . He can write a share of the thankyou notes, handle all the honeymoon
arrangements .
Keep a calendar of everything you
have to do. This kind of master plan gives
you the secure feeling that you're not
forgetting something crucial.
Also gather any business cards. fabric
swatches or magazine clippings you accumulate all together in one place either a wedding planner made for this
purpose or a simple manila envelope.
Organization has the magical effect of
reducing anxiety to a manageable level.
Have a system for each task. Say

Liquor and wine play major
role at dinner and reception
I

At Polish weddings, luck comes to the
bride who can drink a goblet of wine
without spilling a drop . In Early America,
newlywed couples drank a concoction of
sack posset, hot spiced milk and brew to
give them energy for the night ahead!
In many cultures - and throughout
history - liquor and wine have played a
big part in weddings. Even in the United
States today, a celebration isn' t complete
until the guests have raised their glasses
in a wish for health and happiness .
To ensure that the "spirit" lives on,
BRIDE'S Magazine gives couples tips for
providing liquor at their wedding:
- Decide what you'll serve. First,
pick a drink for toasting. Champagne is a
wedding classic, but many marriages
have been saluted with sparkling cider,
bubbling punch or white wine.
Next, decide whether you'll offer this
beverage alone throughout the reception
or also have an open bar. It will depend
largely on the type of party you have - an
afternoon cake and punch reception
doesn't call for anything else while an

evening dinner dance might.
Sample everything ahead of time.
Especially try out the punch (a greatsounding recipe may not turn out exactly
as you hoped) . It should be ice cold and not
loo sweet to go best with the cake.
- Determine how much you'll need.
You can make sure the drinks last as long
as the festivities by counting on each guest
having two drinks the first hour, one
more every hour after that. Generally, the
later your reception, the more guests will
drink.
- Place drink tables so that drinkers
and non-drinkers mix easily. Have waiters
circulate with drink choices - or have
both alcoholic and non-alcoholic
beverages at all serving points.
- Keep a clear head - and make sure
your guests do too . Ask your bartender to
"mix light" when he feels it's necessary .
Serve some food - perhaps finger
sandwiches or hot hors d'oeuvres - to
curb the effect of the alcohol. Be sure to
offer plenty of good strong coffee before
your guests head homeward.

you're doing your invitations. First, see if
the task can be broken down into steps.
(You have to address the envelopes, .
stuff them, seal them, and stamp them. )
Then, decide how you'll tackle each step:
How Jong it should take and who will do it.
Next, set a completion dale (invitations should be mailed six weeks
before the wedding ). Finally, take action
by selling a time and a place to begin.
Pace yourself - don't plan to scout for
reception sites the same day you have a
report due at work. You'll make it through
those pre-wedding months if you promise
yourself you won't tackle more than one

major job a day.
Guard your health. Don't let a hectic
schedule keep you from eating right, or
often enough. You'll feel even more jittery
from the weakness that results from a
drop in blood sugar.
Be sure to get enough rest and exercise too. Did you know that exercise increases the body's level of norepinephrine, a substance that gives you a
feeling of calmness and well-being?
If sleep eludes you at night because
you have too much on your mind, try the
time-tested soothers: A hot bath , warm
milk or a back rub.

New styles for bridesmaids
Romantic and traditional are the two
biggest trends in bridesmaid dressing
today . More and more bridal parties are
wearing either frilly off-the-shoulder
Scarlett O'Hara looks or lacy covered-up
Victorians, both of which lend an aura of
charm and femininity to the wedding.
The most popular fabrics are taffeta
and satin while chiffon still holds its own.
Pastel shades are the favorites , with pink
the leader and aqua "coming on strong,"
according to buyer Janice Gibney of a
national chain that specializes in bridal
and prom dresses.
" Bright red looks like it will be an

important color as well," Ms. Gibney
notes.
Lengths are generally to the floor,
although there seems to be some interest
in tea lengths, which end mid-calf.
Nearly as important as the dress itself
are accessories . Gloves, both wrist and
elbow length, are extremely popular,
while hats, hoops, crinolines and jewelry
all add a feminine touch .
Whatever the choice of style, shopping
early is a must . To ensure that orders are
met properly , Ms . Gibney suggests that
the bridal party i:.l,op at least eight weeks
prior to the wedding. As she says, " It's
always good to choose early and be safe."

Your
perfect
\\7edding ·
- Engagement rings
- Wedding bands
Wedding invitations,
cake knives, garters,
wine glasses
- Crystal
- China
Wedding stationery

Delage's
House of Gifts Ltd.

Personalize your gift
with engraving!

Morrisburg Shopping Centre

543-3084

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

•

RENT

n•In

ILLAGE
491 Main St.
Winchester

774-2783 ·

,,.

·

A CAKE
FOR YOUR
WEDDING!
Country Cake Boutique

Your Bulk Food Store

Hwy. 43, Chesterville -

For Shower or Wedding Gifts
Microwave dishes, kitchen gadgets,
· gourmet aids, decorator tins.

For all your
cake supplies.
drop in and
order your
specially made

cake .

Two weeks to a
month notice
requ i red for
wedding
cakes .
Homemade
trull cakes

available .

Marion's
Flovvers
MARION BYERS, PROP.

COME IN &

&..:.."{""'"}Ji,.,i ·

Silk flower arrangements
for all occasions.
SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE YEAR
FOR BRIDES
After your special day have your silk bouquet
arranged into a centrepiece of your choice FREE

RR4 Crysler

Tel.: 448-2239

448-2474

Located In
Countryman Electric Building

SEE OUR
SUPER
SELECTION OF
HANDCRAFTED
WICKER!
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Roses still favorite for bridal bouquet
(Stam - John VanBruinessen, proprietor
of Durant's Flowers, can provide any
blossoms a young lady may desire for her
wedding bouquet and those of her
attendants.
Roses, though, continue to be the most
popular bloom requested for the bouquet

" New York gets. everything first," he
locally.
"Last year we had quite a few laughed, " and we catch up a little later."
requests for lilies," commented Mr.
Besides the traditional flower bouVanBruinessen who added he'd like to see quets , which incidentally may be coma greater variety of more unusual blooms posed entirely of silk, Durant's also
making up the flowers carried by the supplies accessories like the attractive
wedding party.
lace parasols on display in the store. And if
silk flowers should be requested the store
can supply those too.

The Diamond

Mrs. VanBruinessen makes up the
wedding bouquets and is expert at turning
out dozens of lovely creations on demand.
Like the makeup worn by the bride
and her attendants and also the color of the
wedding cake icing, the colors of flowers
are chosen with a view to what the
wedding party is wearing. Red roses are a
great favorite, though, as always.

Beauty is in its simplicity
The beauty of simplicity is most often
associated with quality. Whether the solo
performance of a concert pianist, a single
line of a famous poem, the proverbial
basic black dress or a perfect solitaire
diamond, all share a common factor- the
quality that is highlighted when they stand
alone.
An exceptional quelity diamond is also
in a class by itself, and one that weighs a
carat or more is truly one in a million. The
Diamond Information Centre notes that
while each jeweller may have his or her
own interpretation of design in a piece of
diamond jewellery, they will all certainly
agree that it is the quality of the diamond
alone that determines its beauty.
According to Harry Ward, head of the
diamond department at Tiffany's for 42
years, buying a quality diamond is no
different than buying fine china or silver.
It is necessary to develop a discriminating
eye for the factors that separate quality
from mediocrity. With diamonds, these
factors are known as the 4C's; Cut, Color,
Clarity and Carat weight.
Cut: This is perhaps the most important of the 4C's because the beauty of
the diamond is dependent on its ability to
reflect light. Cut refers to the shape of a
diamond as well as to the arrarigement of
its facets. Marquise, pear and oval shaped
diamonds may seem larger than an
emerald or round ( brilliant) cut stone. The
round cut has the greatest brilliancy and
fire and in comparison the other shapes
may seem to be of lesser value.
Clarity: Most diamonds contain
imperfections - spots, bubbles or lines
included in the stone when it was
crystalized from carbon millions of years
ago. Where such "inclusions" do not interfere materially with the passage of
light through the stone, they do not affect
its beauty. The fewer inclusions in a

diamond, the more valuable it is. A
" flawless " diamond - one that shows no
imperfections to a trained eye using 10power magnification - is very rare.
Color : A diamond may be any color of
the spectrum ; but most diamonds are
"white" with a tinge of color. Completely
colorless diamonds are rare and therfore
more valuable. Like a prism, a diamond
breaks light into "fire" - every color of
the rainbow. The best way to see the true
color of a diamond is to look at the stone
through its side against a white
background.
Carat: This is the unit of weight used
for diamonds, a word devised from carob
seeds used to balance scales in ancient
times. There are 100 points in a carat, so a
diamond of '%7 points weighs a little more
than a quarter-carat. The average rough
diamond weighs less than a carat.
Because the larger stones are rare, they
have a greater value per carat. No matter
which jeweller you visit, it's important
when buying a diamond that you go to a
reputable one. He or she will explain
thoroughly the 4C's as you compare a
variety of stones. Understanding what
makes one diamond more beautiful than
the next is recognizing and understanding
quality- an attribute precious in itself.

The bridal bouquet in the photo are just three of the many styles
available at Durant's Flowers in Chesterville. Some brides are even
requesting silk flowers although red roses remain a firm favourite,
says Marguerite Van Bruinessen.
Record Photo- Hanrahan
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Decorated
picnic basket
•
•
nice surprise
Late in your wedding day you'll both
drive off with tin cans clanking, while
friends and relatives pelt your car with
rice or bird seed for good luck. Alone at
last!
Somehow the breakfast you both
missed for pre-wedding jitters, and
reception dinner missed for all the dancing and excitement of the day, begin to
catch up with you. Now that the day's
events have come to a close, you find
yourselves hungry and relaxed for the
first time all day.
Stopping at a restaurant would hardly
seem magical, and even ordering room
service at the hotel would be another
unwanted interruption.
Ah, but you find a gaily decorated
basket in your getaway car en route to the
hotel. A note attached reads : "Food Is
Love," and is signed by a thoughtful
member of the wedding party who packed
the surprise.
The basket is filled with all the
essential treats for two famished
honeymooners: Fresh French bread, cold
lemon chicken, a wedge of cheese and
luscious strawberries.
There is sparkling Perrier for pure
thirst quenching, and Lindt bittersweet
chocolate truffles for pure indulging. The
final ambrosia is two slices of wedding
cake and a split of champagne.
And tucked into the side of the basket
is a small bunch of daisies, because
daisies dori't tell . ..

ree Storage unli
Goods Req,aed
• Free Oeivefy Anphrere
In tho 3 Unled Counties

decorator-coordinated in your choice
of contemporary, colonial or traditional!

Offer sulJject lo c,edit
approval. Tal\jl toe e-,plo

If money has been the only thing standing between
you and your dream home, wake up to a beautiful
•
reality! Thanks to our low prices and our favorable
terms. you can furnish your living room. dining
•
room and bedroom in the style of your choice
for as little as '49 a month! Payments vary
•
with groups selected.

wtth 3• montNy

a St .500. iuchose.
Requoed down

!XANU'll, •49 a month b.ys:
A IUXUflOUS sofa and a~ . . .

cozy compamor, loll8.Seal
Plus a dreamy four -piece
bedroom grovp,ng
And a f1ve -p1ece dinette

po-

payment

10%--tu

0

ol S•9.
Monthly _ , . . do not

start unti merchandise
is deiveted.
No interest I paid
in90da)'$

Plan now to make it happen for you!

VISA

1~1

Mond•y • Tuesday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
W.cklHIMy & Saturdtiy ......••.......... 9 a .m . lo 5 p .m.
Thursday • Friday ••.•• . • • .••••• . ... .. •• 9 ■ . m . to 9 p.m .

"STILL CORNWALL'S·BEST VALUE
1/1,.FURNIWBE
& APPUANCES"
,.
.,

136 F.ourtllf:.

Dial 932-2684
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Romance makes comeback
Romantic and traditional are the two
biggest trends in bridesmaid dressing
today. More and more bridal parties are
wearing either frilly off-the-shoulder
Scarlett O' Hara looks or lacy covered-up
Victorians, both of which lend an aura of
charm and femininity to the wedding.
The most popular fabrics are taffeta
and satin while chiffon still holds its own.
Pastel shades are the favorites , with pink
the leader and aqua " coming on strong,"
according to buyer Janice Gibney of a
. national chain that specializes in bridal
and prom dresses .
" Bright red looks like it will be an

important color as well ," Ms. Gibney
notes .
Lengths are generally to the floor,
although there seems to be some interest
in tea lengths , which end mid-calf.
Nearly as important as the dress itself
are accessories . Gloves , both wrist and
elbow length, are extremely popular,
while hats , hoops, crinolines and jewelry
all add a feminine touch .
Whatever the choice of style, shopping
early is a must. To ensure that orders are
met properly, Ms. Gibney suggests that
the bridal party shop at least eight weeks
prior to the wedding. As she says, " It's
always good to choose early and be safe. ''

Brookslyn
cordially invites you to attend the
Siffari Jewellery Display
__ This extensive line will be on display Saturday,
April 1'3th from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday, April 14th from 12:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m.
A goldsmith will be on premise Saturday from
12:00 to 5:00 p .m. for free consultation and
jewellery inspection. On Sunday a gemologist
-will be
available by a_ppointment t_o do
appraisals on premise.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SELECTION TO
~ FIND THAT PERFECT GIFT FOR AN UPCOMING OCCASION!_

Melenhorst

Bongers

Mr. and Mrs. John Melenhorst of Winchester are pleased to announce

the engagement of their daughter, Mary, to Ted Bongers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Bongers of Williamsburg. Wedding to take place at
St. Mary's Church, Chesterville, Saturday, April 27, 1985 at 3:00 p.m.
Photo by W. LaPrade

Quality appliances
for over 100 years.

':""'.=-=--------------,111!11!11!~~~

~flll!!,,·•~·

7 King Street
Chesterville - 448 -2804

"';;.,~=-=---

Walk
down the
aisle with
Classy ...
... because you deserve the very best.

MERCERIE
Trust Moffat
and Black's
with almost
130 years

Richard Men's Wear
MOOSE CREEK MALL
MOOSE CREEK - 538-2465

combined
experience.

• Long
dresses
• going-away
dresses
• mother of
the bride
dresses
• going -away
suits ...

For quality
and price,

AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

come to

Black's.
SERVING YOU OVER 26 YE~RS!

BLACK 'S

Williamsburg

We Service

What

T.V. AND
APPLIANCES
We Sell

Tel. 535-2561

CHEZ THERESE
MOOSE CREEK MALL

Moose Creek -

538-2333
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Ease strain on bridesmaids
Taking part in the approximately
2,500,000 weddings this year will be a
whopping 10,000,000 bridesmaids. What
will the experience be like for them?
According to Millie Martini , Associate
Editor of BRIDE'S Magazine, "being a
bridesmaid sweeps the bride's closest
friends right into the fun of wedding
planning. However, by accepting this
honor, they must be prepared for the
responsibility as well as the potential
problems."
Based on the theory that it pays to
take a lesson from history , a recent issue
of BRIDE'S lists the most common
complaints voiced by past bridesmaids,
and suggest ways in which this year's
brides can help smooth them out:
What they wore

Perhaps the most frequently heard
complaint is that the bridesmaids didn't
like the dresses the bride chose for them:
They were the wrong color, the wrong
style, were too expensive or couldn 't be
worn again.
While it's hard for the bride to please
~veryone , you can make the effort by
trying this approach. At first, take only
your maid or matron of honor with you
shopping and narrow down the almost
limitless choice to three or so styles .
Make sure to use your judgement in
picking styles that will flatter your attendants ' varied figures . For instance, full
skirts and blouson tops look good an
almost anyone.
You might try to include in your
choices one two-piece or shorter style your
maids will be able to wear again.
Once you've made this preliminary
selection, you 're ready to schedule a time
when the rest of the maids can come into

t.he bridal shop to vote on the final
decision .
How much they spent

Costs can add up when you consider
that it's usual for attendants to pay for
their own outfits, including shoes, accessories and perhaps an extra dress for
the rehearsal dinner ; wedding and shower
gifts; and transportation, lodging and
meals if they ' re coming from out of town.
Just a few of the many ways to help
them out: See if friends and relatives
could put your maids up, let them select
their own shoes (or wear a pair they
already have), and provide all meals.
What their duties were

The problem was that no one really
explained what they were supposed to do.
For instance, many a maid was even more
nervous than the bride when she came
down the aisle because she hadn't been
given a chance to practice .
So, at the rehersal, give your
bridesmaids plenty of time to walk
through their parts, including passing
your bouquet and reading any special
Scripture passages.
As for their duties before the wedding,
simply ask them for help when you need it
- in choosing your dress , addressing
invitations, welcoming out-of-town guests
- but be sensitive to how busy their own
lives are.
How wedding affected friendships

- Many bridesmaids complained that
the bride was so involved in her plans and
parties that she was in her own little world
and not interested in them any more.
Again, sensitivity is the key . It's up to
you to show your bridesmaids that you
haven't changed as a person or as a friend
just because you're getting married.

Guest-etiquette quiz
True or False :
1. Verbal acceptance of a wedding
invitation is okay.
2. You don't have to send a gift if you
don 't go to the wedding.
3. You should bring the wedding
present to the reception.
4. If you're dating someone, it's all
right to bring him or her to the wedding.
1. False - unless it's a very informal
invitation. A formal, engraved invitation

should be answered with a brief handwritten note on a double sheet of fine white
note paper. If a response card is provided,
use that.
2. True - If you're close to the couple,
you'll probably want to send a gift, but it's
not required .
3. False - Except if the gift is a check.
4. False - An invitation is only for
those specifically mentioned. Unless it
reads "and guest" or "and family," they
only want you.

St. Dennis

Stretton

Mr. and Mrs. Leboria (Sonny) St. Denis of R.R.l Church Road
Morrisburg are pleased to announce the engagement of thei;
daughter, Elaine Doreen St. Denis to Robert John Stretton the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stretton of Henry Street, East, Prescott. The
wedding will take place Saturday, April 13, 1985 at 4pm in Morrisburg
United Church.
Photo by W. LaPrade

YES! ... There Is Another Bridal Salon
In Cornwall

'\Jtllagc <ttlasstcs
Bridal Loft
.-f"\'team
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At Cornwall's Newest

l/e

BRIDAL SALON

Model MCl7794

Designed to meet the cooking needs of today's families
■

lnsto-Motic'" Frozen Foods • lnsto-MatIc Cooking • Custom
Cook ■ lnsto-Motic Temperature Cooking ■ Programmable
Temperature Probe ■ 70- 700 watts with 6 power settings •
Weight and Time Defrost Systems • New EVEN COOKING microwave distribution system ■ 1.4 cu .ft oven capacity ■ 3-Stoge
Memory • Temperature Hold ■ Dig ito·I Clock • Timer/Stand •
Cookbook included

Our bridal consultants will b~
happy to make an appointment
for you to view our new spring
collection at your convenience
by phoning 938-2414 .
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Contemporary brides choosing colored icing
MORRISBURG (Stam - After years of

making wedding cakes Ted Honders of
Morrisburg Bakery says he's delighted
more and more contemporary brides are
choosing to have colored icing on their
cakes.
Some brides come into the bakery and
deliberate for hours, he said, and others
make their decisions in a matter of twenty
minutes or so, choosing the number of
layers, the shape (round or square) the
ingredients (plain, chocolate or fruit cake)
and the color of icing (pale pinks, blues,
greens, mauves) on the spot.
" Ten years ago," said Mr. Honders,
"all the cakes were white but now I quite
often take the dresses of the bridesmaids
or the maid of honor into consideration and
offer a matching or contrasting shade."
When all the details are choosen right
down to the last rose Mr. Honders puts in
several hours on the decoration, turning
the cake this way and that, applying the
flourishes and twists that result in real
looking flowers and leaves.
As well he'll agree to decorate a cake a
girl may have baked herself so she can

keep the cost down. Some brides preserve tation with the baker is a big part of the
the top layer of their cakes until their first wedding cake and this can take anywhere
child is born or until the first wedding from 20 minutes to an hour and a half. He
anniversary.
"Then we'll redecorate it for them,"
said Mr. Honders.
These decorations are often roses or
lilies of the valley. Do brides ever ask for
the flowers in their bouquet to be copied :
"I can come close," Mr. Honders laughed.
"But remember in baking we only have
food color to work with. The dresses are
dyed but the flowers are natural colors.
But we can come pretty close to the exact
shade."
The majority of customers choose a
three-tier cake, Mr. Honders said, and
most opt for fruitcake rather than for plain
or chocolate.
"Last year there were more weddings
than ever before around here. We must
have done three or four cakes a week."
"As well as summer there are often
several weddings locally in winter too and
I've never gone without a wedding cake in
Christmas week."
Mr. Honders stressed that consul-

said the cake itself is a "token of
appreciation to thank the guests for being
there and very thin slices are served. "

Last minute stain removers
It's every bride's nightmare: You're
wearing your dream wedding dress and
someone accidentally splashes you with
salad dressing or douses you with wine.
BRIDE'S Magazine has this advice to
make sure a wedding-day spill doesn't
ruin your big moment:
- Learn about your dress fabric
before-hand. Ask your salon owner or
salesperson what material your dress is
made of and cleaning hints for it.
-Act fast to keep a stain from setting.
Don't rub the spill or expose it to extreme
heat - instead, a few quick blots will take
care of the worst of the problem. What to
blot with? That depends on the stain.
- Fight water soluble stains with
water. Champagne, wine, perspiration,
beverages are common water-soluble
spills. Their cure : Put a towel under the
fabric and blot top with a damp cloth,

preferably wrung out in a light solution of
white vinegar or detergent and water.
Don' t rub because it can break fibers
- especially the delicate fibers of many
wedding dresses . As soon as the stain is
gone, blot dry to prevent a ring .
- Use cleaning solvent on greasy
stains. Lipstick and other cosmetics
perfume, salad dressing, chocolate and
various foods respond well to dry cleaning
solvents or spray-on spot removers .
Sprays or solvents can be found in
purse size in any drugstore - it's a good
idea to carry one.
To get out a greasy stain, place it face
down on paper towels and go over the back
with solvent and a clean cloth, working
quickly from center to edges. To complete
the job, use some soap and water. Then
blot dry.

Ted Honders of the Morrisburg Bakery is adept at whipping up these
luscious confections. Ted reports that colored icing is becoming more
popular in wedding cake orders he and son Bob turn out every week for
customers.
Record Photo - Hanrahan

For the bride and groom

3-room groupings
starting at $1,549
(Separately would cost $1,747)
YOUSAVE$198
It consists of:
Triple dresser , wing mirror,
5-drawer chest and headboard.

available$749
" Fame" 2-piece sectional . $649

Yes, we have appliances!

Tappan Microwave
with browner

Oak or pine finish

Wayne LaPrade
Photographer

Dinette, chrome table and 4 chairs

··· · ··················· $349
Only a professional photographer has the
experience and expertise to make your
wedding memories all you want them to be.
You can count on us to devote the time and
attention necessary to express those memorable moments of your wedding and
reception.
Call us for an appointment.

FREE LAYAWAY
FREE DELIVERY

Let's plan for this special
occasion together.

Today's beautiful moments
are tomorrow's memories.

Bernie's
Furniture &
Carpet Centre Inc.
STORE HOURS: Closed Monday;
Tues. , Wed ., Thurs. , 8 :30am • 5:30pm;
Frida y, 8: 30a m • 9pm; Saturday , 9am • 5pm.

448-2927
Chesterville

10 Streeterpete Road

Chesterville, Ont.

448-2B52
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LET

NUMBER ONE
LOOK OUT FOR YOU
Stephen Hecht
Vice-President and General Manager
Classy Formal Wear
Service is what ha£ made Classy
number one and service is what
keeps us there. Maybe it's an
old-fashioned word, but it's one
that will never go out of style at
Classy. And I believe our service is
truly excellent.
To me, excellence means you can
step into any Classy outlet and be
taken care of - exceptionally well
and from head to toe. It means
getting the right advice from our
trained personnel. It means
impeccable fit. And it means
guaranteed delivery.
Classy customers know they will
get the expert advice and personal
attention they need. They know
that their selection will be
appropriate and tailored to fit like
the very best made-to-measure suit.
And they have our personal
guarantee that it will be ready when
they need it, even if last-minute
changes are necessary.
Last year, we introduced the
Enrico Lumbrosi look in tuxedos and
dinner jackets. This year we have
added three new tuxedos to this
exciting line. We are also
introducing the Yves St. Laurent
tuxedo - exclusive co Classy in

1985 .

Dan Lecours
The CountryBoy

h . wedding day as the perfect
Robert and Su:ianne will reme:~~e ~untryBoY look out for t~m,
.
By letting Classy a
.
. formal wear renta .
day it was.
n ears' experience m
they profited from ma Y y ·ence was proven w them
The advantage of that expen
every steP of the way.

A matching ...est giws an
air of sophistication to the
Stylish Claxton Tuxedo .
The white Stag shirt is
accented by the grey bow
tie, finished in the same
satin as the lapels.

Win your
honeymoon

For 13 years, we at the CountryBoy
Shop have been serving the area with
Classy formal rentals. Our rental
business has grown to become the
largest and most respected in the area.
Over the years we have tried to treat
and cater to our customers as we
would expect to be treated. Our man
in charge of tuxedos, Danny Lecours,
is kept abreast of the newest and
latest in formal wear. We at the
CountryBoy extend our hours to
9pm every Thursday, starting
April 1, to specifically look after
your formal wear needs. Every
tuxedo is personally checked on
arrival at our store and we insist
on a fitting on pickup day. Living
and doing business in a rural area
means we must try a little harder to
ensure that we receive repeat business
so necessary to our future . Also
this year, as appears elsewhere on this
page, we at the CountryBoy are
giving away an all inclusive
honeymoon to some lucky couple
in our area.
Joel W . Steele

Worn with a pink Apollo
shirt, dusry rose
cummerbund and bow tie,
the Lumbrosi Midnight
Blue Italian Mohair
sets a softer, more
subdued tone.

at Gray Rocks
The CountryBoy and
Winchester Travel are pleased
to offer you, the bride and groom,
a chance to win a complete
honeymoon.
The honeymoon package
includes superior accommodations
for 6 days, 7 nights, 3 meals a day,
free use of all sports and
recreational facilities, no tax,
no tipping, many extras .

To be eligible you must register your wedding party
for Classy tuxedos (min. 4) with a $20 deposit for
each person prior to April 15 at The CountryBoy
Shop. Draw to be made April 17 , 1985 .

Winchester
Tours

Travel
Agency

The honeymoon offer
is available at the
Country Boy Shop only.

&
Ltd .

774-2424

Box 228
Main Street East
Winchester
Telephone 774-3341

The honeymoon offer
is available at the
Country Boy Shop only.

